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Oil Immersion Cooling Cranks Up Oil Simulation HPC

OIL IMMERSION COOLING CRANKS UP OIL
SIMULATION HPC
November 9, 2018 Dan Olds
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Being at the forefront of high performance computing, as the oil and gas industry has been
from the very beginning, also means always dealing with issues of power and cooling. Energy
companies know better than most that there has to be some balance between what you are
doing and the energy that is consumed to do it. That applies equally well to extracting barrels
of oil from the ground as it does to running the seismic analysis and reservoir models that help
make this a profitable endeavor.
We recently caught up with Down Under Geosolutions, which is one of the companies that
wrestles with that balance every day. DUG offers geoscience services from the menu below,
which is quite a wide range of options aimed at the oil and gas industry. Not surprisingly,
performing these activities requires a lot of computing power. Oil and gas companies deliver
huge amounts of data on tape to DUG, who then does the processing and delivers the output
on tape back to the companies. This is all normal stuff so far, right?
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Stuart Midgley, DUG's System Architect, explained how DUG's facilities are different from
almost every other datacenter in the world in terms of its approach to building and cooling its
datacenters. DUG has dubbed its approach "Extreme Data Center Cooling" and it is a response
to trends its experts see in the HPC industry.
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The first trend Midgley noted is that much of the processing today is performed on
accelerators like Nvidia Tesla GPUs and Intel Xeon Phi parallel processors and sometimes co
processors. These massively parallel accelerators are power hungry - using about 250 watts
per socket, and even more in some cases - thanks to their big compute motors and the high
bandwidth memory that is closely attached to them to keep their many threads fed.
While many devices used in systems are using less power, the electricity burned by
accelerators and thrown off as heat is much higher even as performance per watt is going
down. Even the latest generations of CPUs from Intel burn progressively more juice because
adding more and more cores does not come for free as Moore's Law is slowing down. The
point is, when you consider that an analytics system might use four or more accelerators, you
are talking more than 1,000 watts before you factor in the CPUs, memory, storage, network,
and so forth. And every vendor either has, or will soon offer, two-way servers that support up
to eight GPUs - meaning that you will need 2,000+ watts just to run the GPU part of the
configuration.
Moreover, with shrinking chip manufacturing processes (moving from 14 nanometer to 10
nanometer or 7 nanometer and lower), expect to see CPU power demands increase from
today's 125 watt to 145 watt level for middle-bin processors all the way up to 250 watts to 350
watts for high-end parts at the top of the bin stack in the next few years. (The top-end
'�Skylake" Xeon SP-8180M, with 28 cores, is already at 205 watts, and the dual-chip "'Cascade
Lake AP" module that Intel will launch soon is probably around 330 watts or so, we estimate.)
So a highly configured GPU-enabled server of the future with dual processors could easily
require 2,500 watts or more watts just to power the CPU and accelerators.
But we also must consider the power consumed by memory. As the number of memory
channels increases, the number of DIMMs in the system will also increase as noted on the slide
below.
Memory going up

Power used by memory is considerable
lOW/Dimm
With multiple memory channels the number of Dimms goes up
80W in memory ... as much as a lot of CPU's
Memory doesn't really slow down, have to refresh every n clock cycles
It is also a dominant cost
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Large servers today offer up to 24 DIMM slots, requiring 240 watts of power, which, from a
power consumption standpoint, costs more than having a third high performance processor in
the configuration.

A heavily configured analytics system draws a lot of power now and will draw even more with
the advent of new higher-power processors. Here's how things look based on what we know
today and our future estimates:
Component

Power Consumption Today

Estimated Future Power
Consumption

Accelerators

250 x 8 = 2,000 watts

300 x 8 = 2,400 wans

SSD drives

11 x 4 = 45 watts

11 x 4 = 45 watts

Total

2,671+ watts

3,331+ watts

CPU

Memory

Hard drives

145 x 2 = 290 wans

24 x 10 = 240 watts

12 x 8 = 96 wans

235 x 2 = 470 ,vans

32 X 10 = 320

12 x 8 = 96 watts

As Midgley points out, all of this processing power (and energy) isn't just idling along in the
datacenter. It is being used to crunch ever increasing amounts of data generated by IoT,
tracking things and people, building more high precision models, and extracting more value
from data using machine learning. Old data is often crunched again and again as it is used to
build more sophisticated models and add greater precision to existing models.
DUG needs serious hardware due to the complexity and compute intensity of the new
algorithms it is using, for example:
Why the huge machines?
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New algorithms are very compute-intensive and very effective eg.
3D shallow-water demultiple
High frequency FWI
Elastic FWI

While most of us don't know the details behind the algorithms listed above, Midgley said that
just doubling the frequency of the High frequency FWI algorithm will result in a lOX increase
in compute load.
High frequency FWI

Double frequency= lOx compute
Currently doing ""lSHz
Want to do 125Hz
Currently have 25PFlops
2.SEFlops needed!
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